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ABSTRACT

A process for detecting vertical orientation of a mag
netic reproducing head having a slit gap divided into a
plurality of channel portions, wherein a reference tape
is employed which has a plurality of A.C. signals re
corded on the respective tracks by engagement of said
reference tape with a reference recording head having
a slit gap disposed substantially in a direction perpen
dicular to its running direction. The reference tape is
made to pass in engagement with the magnetic repro
ducing head to be measured to reproduce said signals
from the channel portions of the reproducing mag
netic head. If the reproducing magnetic head is in
clined out of proper vertical orientation, then there is
a phase difference hetween said reproduced signals
which signals an indicator to indicate the inclination
of the magnetic reproducing head for its adjustment to

a proper vertical orientation. Alternatively, the phase
difference hetween the reproduced signals instructs
the magnetic reproducing head to be automatically
adjusted to a proper verticul orientation.
8 Claims. I Drawing Figures
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PROCESS FOR DETECTING AND ADJUSTING A

2

threaded hole due to its subjection to vibration, and im
pact, with the result that misalignment of the magnetic
head occurs. It will be understood that the adjusting
screw cannot be permanently fixed in position because
the magnetic head is required to be often adjusted in
vertical orientation corresponding to the running con
dition of the magnetic tape engaging with the magnetic

VERTICAL ORIENTATION OF MAGNETC HEADS
AND APPARATUS THEREFOR
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention pertains generally to a magnetic head
for use in a magnetic recording and/or reproducing ap
paratus and more particularly to an apparatus for indi
cating and/or automatically adjusting a magnetic head
to a proper vertical orientation.

head.

O

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

With the advance of high density of a magnetic re
cording medium at which magnetic recording is ef
fected, it is critically required to place the magnetic
head severely in vertical orientation. Especially, ap
pearance of a matrix four channel type tape recorder
requires high degree of vertical orientation for the mag
netic head thereof to reproduce a real sound field. At

present, high fidelity tape recorder requires the mag
netic head in its vertical orientation to range within the
deviation of plus or minus 1 to 2 minutes away from the
proper vertical orientation in order to provide satisfac
tory performance to the tape recorder. In a stereo tape

15

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is a principle object of the present in
vention to provide an indicating system adapted to fa
cilitate the adjustment by the operator of the magnetic
reproducing head in vertical orientation.
It is further object of the present invention to provide
a system for automatically adjust the magnetic head to

a proper vertical orientation.

It is another object of the present invention to pro

20

vide a mounting device to mount a magnetic head so
that the magnetic head is stably fixed in position once
it is properly positioned.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one aspect of the present inven
tion, there is provided a process for detecting a vertical
recorder in which a magnetic head includes a plurality
orientation of a magnetic reproducing head, said head
of channel portions therein, a magnetic tape accord having a slit gap divided into a plurality of channel por
ingly has respective channel parts of acoustic signals to tions, comprising the steps of preparing a reference
be recorded and reproduced thereon in a phase identi tape with a plurality of A.C. signals having the same
cal to each other and therefore, if the magnetic head 30 phase recorded on the respective tracks thereof by en
would fail to be mounted in a vertical manner, then
gagement of said reference tape with a reference mag
there will occur deviation in phase between the respec
netic recording head having a slit gap disposed substan
tive channel parts of acoustic signals to provide an un tially in a direction perpendicular to its running direc
desired acoustic effect thereto.
tion, running said reference tape in engagement with
Generally, a mount to which a magnetic head is se 35 said magnetic reproducing head to be measured to
cured is floatingly mounted through spring means on a thereby reproduce said signals from the respective
frame and adjusted in position by a screw, threadedly tracks of said magnetic reproducing head and discrimi
extending through the frame and engaging the mount, nating the phase difference between said reproduced
so that the magnetic head may be adjusted in its verti signals from the respective reproducing head tracks
cal orientation, in its back and forth inclinement and in 40 whereby the vertical orientation of said magnetic re
its level. However, such adjustment of the magnetic producing head is detected for its adjustment to a
head requires high degree of skill for an operator to proper vertical orientation.
thereby cause the magnetic head to be difficult to have
In accordance with another aspect of the present in
a proper vertical orientation thereto. More particu 45 vention, there is provided a process for detecting a ver
larly, in order to adjust the magnetic reproducing head tical orientation of a magnetic recording head, said
to provide a proper orientation thereto, a magnetic head having a slit gap divided into a plurality of channel
tape with a reference signal recorded thereon is usually portions, comprising the steps of running a blank mag
reproduced through the magnetic head to be measured netic tape having a plurality of tracks in engagement
to produce the acoustic output therefrom. The output 50 with said magnetic recording head to record a plurality
is observed by the operator with an instrument, such as of A.C. signals on the respective tracks of said mag
a vacuum-tube voltmeter, an oscillo-scope or the like,
netic tape, then running said magnetic tape with said
across which the output is applied and the operator signals recorded thereon, in engagement with a refer
manually operates the screw as he seeks to observe the ence magnetic reproducing head with a slit gap dis
maximum point in the instrument, so that the magnetic posed substantially in a direction perpendicular to its
head is adjusted tp its proper position. Thus, the opera 55 running direction to thereby reproduce said signals
tor is required to have high degree of skill due to the from the respective tracks of said reference magnetie
maximum point of the instrument having a relatively reproducing head and discriminating the phase differ
broader range and in addition accurate measurement ence between said signals whereby the vertical orienta
of vertical orientation of the magnetic head requires tion of said magnetic recording head is detected for its
the magnetic tape with the reference signal of high fre adjustment to a proper orientation.
quency recorded thereon, resulting in an expensive in
In accordance with another aspect of the present ins
stallation.
vention, there is provided a process for detecting a vers
The screw to adjust the mount and therefore, the tical orientation of magnetic reproducing and record
magnetic head disadvantageously has a clearance ing heads of a magnetic recording and reproducing ap=
which is produced between the screw and the threaded paratus, said heads each having a slit gap divided into
hole in the frame through which the former extends to a plurality of channel portions, comprising the steps of
thereby promote disengagement of the screw out of the preparing a reference tape with a plurality of A.C. sig
25
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nals having the same phase recorded on the respective
tracks thereof by engagement of said reference tape
with a reference magnetic recording head having a slit
gap disposed substantially in a direction perpendicular
to its running direction, running said reference tape in
engagement with said magnetic reproducing head to be
measured to thereby reproduce said signals from the
respective tracks of said magnetic reproducing head,
discriminating the phase difference between said repro
duced signals from the respective reproducing head
tracks whereby the vertical orientation of said mag

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects and features of the pres
ent invention will become apparent to those skilled in

the art from the teaching of the following description

of the embodiments taken in connection with the ac

O

companying drawings;
FIG. 1 shows the relationship of a magnetic repro
ducing head to be measured in vertical orientation and
a reference tape having signals recorded thereon in the

same phase to one another;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a phase dis
netic reproducing head is detected for its adjustment to criminating
circuit associated with the respective chan
a proper orientation, thereafter running a blank mag nel parts of the
magnetic head at the output thereof and
netic tape having tracks of the corresponding number 15 an indicator connected
to the phase discriminating cir
in engagement with said magnetic recording head to be cuit;
measured to thereby record a plurality of A.C. signals
FIG. 3 is a truth table of a D-type edge trigger flip
having the same phase on the respective tracks of said flop
magnetic recording head, then running said second 2; embodied in the phase discriminator shown in FIG.
magnetic tape with second signals recorded thereon, in 20 FIGS. 4A and 5A are time charts of the input volt
engagement with said magnetic reproducing head of ages
supplied from the magnetic head to the input of
proper orientation to reproduce said second signals the phase discriminator shown in FIG. 2 when the mag
from the respective tracks of said magnetic reproduc
netic head is inclined out of a proper vertical orienta
ing head and discriminating the phase difference be tion;
tween said second signals whereby the vertical orienta 25 FIGS. 4B and 5B are time charts of the output volt
tion of said magnetic recording head is detected for its age from the phase discriminator in response to the
adjustment to a proper orientation.
input voltage applied thereto;
In accordance with another aspect of the present in
FIG. 6 is a front view of a magnetic reproducing head
vention, there is provided an apparatus for detecting a mounted on a base of a magnetic tape reproducer with
30
vertical orientation of a magnetic reproducing head, the portions thereof taken in cross section;
said head having a slit gap divided into a plurality of
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a system for auto
channel portions, comprising a reference tape with a matically adjust a vertical orientation of a magnetic re
plurality of A.C. signals having the same phase re producing head in a magnetic tape reproducer; and
corded on its respective tracks by engagement of said 35 FIGS. 8A and 8B are time charts of the input and out
tape with a reference recording head with a slit gap dis put voltages of a phase discriminator and the output of
posed substantially in a direction perpendicular to its an integrator, both employed in the system shown in
running direction, a phase discriminating circuit associ FIG 7.
ated with said magnetic reproducing head at its channel
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
outputs to detect the phase difference between the re 40
EMBODIMENTS

produced signals from said channel outputs of said
magnetic reproducing head and an indicator to indicate

Prior to the description of embodiments according to
the present invention, a principle of the invention will

the inclination and its direction of said magnetic repro
ducing head in response to the phase difference of one

of the reproduced output signals advanced or retarded
relative to the other reproduced output signal.
In accordance with another aspect of the present in

be illustrated with reference to FIG. 1, wherein an

45

vention, there is provided an apparatus for automati

cally adjusting a vertical orientation of a magnetic re
producing head, said head having a slit gap divided into
a plurality of channel portions, comprising means to
support said magnetic head and movable so that said

magnetic head is allowed to be adjusted in its vertical
orientation, actuating means to actuate said means to

support said magnetic head, a reference tape with a
plurality of A.C. signals having the same phase re
corded on its respective tracks by engagement of said
tape with a magnetic recording head having a slit gap
disposed substantially in a direction perpendicular to
its running direction, a phase discriminating circuit as
sociated with said magnetic reproducing head at its
channel outputs to detect the phase difference of one
of the reproduced signals from said magnetic reproduc
ing head advanced or retarded relative to the other re
produced signal whereby said actuating means is actu
ated in either of the directions in response to said phase
difference between said reproduced signals.

audio stereo magnetic reproducer comprises a mag
netic reproducing head 1 having two channels 1a and
1b provided thereon. The magnetic head may be
mounted in a base of the reproducer in any of suitable
manners, one of which will be described later in con

50 nection with FIG. 6 in more detail. In order to measure

55

60

65

a vertical orientation or inclination out of a proper ori
entation of the magnetic head 1, a reference magnetic
tape 2 is prepared which has reference A.C. signals re
corded in the same phase to one another on the respec
tive tracks 3 and 3' of the tape 2 corresponding to the
channels of the magnetic head 1. This may be accom
plished in a manner in which the tape 2 engagingly runs
a magnetic recording head (not shown) with a slit gap
disposed substantially in a direction perpendicular to
its running direction. S and S, designate the forms of
the reference signals recorded on the magnetic tape 2.
On measuring the magnetic reproducing head 1 in its
vertical orientation, the reference magnetic tape 2 en
gages and passes the magnetic head 1 to be measured.
If the magnetic head 1 is disposed substantially in verti
cal orientation with the slit gap of the magnetic head
positioned as indicated by the letter 'G' in FIG. 1,

3,900,888
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then the magnetic reproducing head 1 produces A.C.
signals in the same phase therefrom.

flop. It will be noted that the flip-flop 44 may be alter
natively replaced by any of other components.

If the magnetic reproducing head 1 is disposed rela
tive to the base of the tape reproducer with the slit gap
of the magnetic head inclined in a counter-clockwise
direction at a degree of 8 as indicated by the letter G,
of FIG. 1, then the magnetic head 1 produces the re
producing outputs of smaller absolute value therefrom,
which, it should be noted, have the phase difference
there between. More particularly, with the slit gap of
the magnetic head 1 inclined as indicated by the letter
G, the magnetic head 1 is deemed to have the gaps
corresponding to the channel portions 1a and 1b posi
tioned at points indicated at Ga and Ga". Thus, provided
the magnetic tape 2 is running in a direction indicated
by an arrow X of FIG. 1, the output voltage from the
channel portion ia of the magnetic head 1 will advance
in phase by the degree of 360'
-

The flip-flop 44 has the respective output terminals

Q and Q connected to bases of respective transistors 45
5

collectors of the transistors 45 and 45' are connected
10

tween the output voltages from the channel portions 1 a
and 1b of the magnetic head 1 while they are being dis

D.C. source 6. It will be noted that the indicator 5 may

15

criminator 4 and an indicator 5.

The phase discriminator 4 may comprise coupling ca
pacitors 41 and 41', one ends of which are connected
to respective inputs 42 and 42" receiving the output
voltages from the channel portions 1a and 1b and the
other ends of which are connected to respective inputs
of amplifiers 43 and 43' which are in turn connected to
inputs of a flip-flop circuit 44. The flip-flop circuit 44
may comprise a commercially available D-type edge
trigger flip-flop which is so constructed that when input
terminal T of the flip-flop receives clock pulses only at
the instant of the respective pulses changing from low
level to high level, the flip-flop reads the input condi
tion of input terminal D, that is low or high level of the
pulse at terminal D and issues output signal of low or

high level from output terminal Q and output signal of
high or low level from output terminal Q, simulta
neously serving to close it so that the input condition

of terminal D is prevented from entering the flip-flop
44 and that unless the clock pulses change from low to
high levels the input condition of terminal D has no ef
fect on the outputs Q and Q of the flip-flop. FIG. 3
shows the truth table of the D-type edge trigger flip

be alternatively in the form of any other conventional
means, such as a voltmeter or the like.

25

In operation, as previously mentioned, when the ref
erence magnetic tape 2 of FIG. 1 engages and runs
through the magnetic reproducing head 1 with the slit
gap inclined as shown at G in FIG. 1, the magnetic
head 1 reproduces the output voltages V and V of
sine wave form displaced out of phase by the degree of
or as shown in FIG. 4A and the output voltages V and
V, are applied to the inputs 42 and 42' of the phase dis
criminator 4, respectively. The voltages V and V are

integrated by the capacitors 41 and 41' and amplified

by the amplifiers 43 and 43' to be converted into volt
ages of rectangular wave form or clock pulses E and
E. as shown in FIG. 4B. It will be understood that the

clock pulses E, and E are displaced out of phase by the
degree of a in response to the input voltages V and V.
It will be also noted that the phase angle a corresponds
to 360
35

2A

A

40

criminated.

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a system for
detecting in phase difference the output voltages from
the channel portions 1a and 1b of the magnetic repro
ducing head 1 and this system comprises a phase dis

to respective outputs 47 and 47' of the phase discrimi
nator 4 through respective resistors 48 and 48".
The indicator 5 may comprise luminescence diodes
51 and 51' the cathodes or inputs of which are con
nected to the outputs 48 and 48' of the phase discrimi
nator 4 and the anodes of which are connected to a

2M

(wherein A is tape length corresponding to one cycle of
the recorded signal form and A is the distance along
the longitudinal axis of the tape between the proper
point G and the false points Ga and G' of the head
gaps), compared to the output voltage from the chan
nel portion 1b of the magnetic head 1. Similarly, if the
magnetic head 1 is disposed with the slit gap inclined
in a clockwise direction at a degree of 6 as indicated by
the letter G," of FIG. 1, it will be appreciated that the
output voltage from the channel portion 1b will ad
vance in phase by the same degree, compared to that
from the channel portion 1a of the magnetic head 1.
Thus, it will be noted that the operator can easily ad
just the magnetic reproducing head 1 to a proper verti
cal orientation, so that there is no phase difference be

and 45' through resistors 46 and 46' and the emitters

of the transistors 45 and 45' are grounded to earth. The

as previously described in connection with FIG. 1.
The output voltages E and E, from the amplifiers 43
and 43' are applied to the respective inputs T and D of
the flip-flop 44 which in turn produces the output sig

nals at the outputs Q and Othereof at the moment that

45

50

the input T receives each of the pulses E changing
from the low level L to the high level H. In FIG. 4B, the
moments that the pulses E changes from L to H are in
dicated at to, t1, t2 and t, respectively. At that time, the
input D of the flip-flop 44 receives the low level L of
the pulses E, with the result that the output Q of the

flip-flop 44 produces the low level therefrom while the
output Q produces the high level. Accordingly, the
transistor 45 has the base current flowing through the
base and emitter thereof to turn on while the transistor

45' remains turned off. Therefore, the luminescence
55

diode 51 is radiative while the luminescence diode 51'

is non-radiative resulting in that the operator will find

the magnetic head 1 to be oriented with the slit gap in
clined counter-clockwise as viewed in FIG. 1. Thus, the
operator can adjust the magnetic head 1 so as to cor
60

rect the vertical orientation of the magnetic head until
the luminescence diode 51 discontinues to light.
Similarly, if the magnetic reproducing head 1 is posi

tioned with the slit gap inclined in a clockwise direction

65

as indicated at G' of FIG. 1, then the magnetic head
1 produces the output voltages V and V, therefrom
which are converted into the voltages of rectangular
wave form or clock pulses E and E at the outputs of

the amplifiers 43 and 43". Accordingly, the flip-flop 44

3,900,888
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produces the high level signal from the output Q
thereof so that the transistor 45 turns on and the low

level signal from the output Othereof so that the tran

sistor 45 turns off. This causes the luminescence diode

45' to light and the luminescence diode 45 to maintain
unlighted and the operator can find the magnetic head
1 to be oriented with the slit gap inclined clockwise.
Thus, the operator can adjust the magnetic head in a
manner previously mentioned.
If the magnetic head 1 is properly oriented in a verti
cal direction or when the operator has adjusted the
magnetic head 1 with the slit gap oriented in a properly
vertical direction, then the D-type edge trigger flip-flop
receives the input voltages of no phase difference. As
a result when the input T of the flip-flop 44 receives the
input pulse at the moment of its changing from the low
to high level the input D of the flip-flop receives the
input pulse changing from low to high level, which
causes the output Q of the flip-flop 44 to produce un
stable signal of high or low level depending upon its

A mounting member 102 is provided which has the
magnetic head 100 secured to the mounting member
with a slit gap 100a of the magnetic head 100 disposed
in a vertical direction. The mounting member 102 is
provided with an upwardly extending portion 103 inte
gral with the mounting member and disposed at the op
posite side thereof to the magnetic head 100 in engage
ment with the inner surface of the base. The upwardly
10 extending portion 103 on the mounting member 102
has an arcuate face 103a so that the mounting member
102 angularly moves about contact point of the up
wardly extending portion 103 and the inner surface of
the base 101. A threaded screw 104 loosely extends
5 through a hole 105 in the base 101 and is threaded into
a tapped bore 106 in the upwardly extending portion
103 and a coil spring 107 is compressedly disposed
around the threaded screw 104, one end of which en
20

transit condition and the output Q to produce similarly

gages a screw head 104a and the other end of which
seats against the outer surface of the base 101, so that
the mounting member 102 is resiliently suspended from
the threaded screw 104 on the base.

unstable signal of low or high level. It will be consid

ered that the provability of high and low levels of both

the output signals at the outputs Q and O of the flip

flop 44 is a with the result that the luminescence di 25
odes become alternately flickered.
It should be noted that the present invention can be
also applied to the adjustment of a recording magnetic
head to a proper vertical orientation. In case that a 30
magnetic recording and reproducing apparatus is of

The mounting member 102 is provided with an ex
tension 108 substantially parallel to the base, which ex
tension at the intermediate portion thereof is sus
pended from a screw rod 109 extending through a hole

three head type, after the reproducing head adjusted in
a manner as above-mentioned, then a blank magnetic
tape engagingly passes a magnetic recording head to be
adjusted, so that signals of sine wave are recorded on

the respective track portions of the tape, and thereafter
engagingly passes the previously adjusted magnetic re
producing head, from which the phases discriminator
as shown at 4 in FIG. 2 receives the reproduced volt
ages. The operator can adjust the recording magnetic
head in vertical orientation while monitoring the indi

perpendicular to the running direction of the magnetic
tape engaging with the magnetic reproducing head,

then the blank tape passes and engages the magnetic
recording head to be adjusted to thereby record the sig
nals on the magnetic tape, after which the magnetic re

cording head can be adjusted in a manner aforemen
tioned.
Especially, in case where the magnetic tape record
ing and/or reproducing apparatus has multi-channel
head or heads, the output voltages from two channel
portions of the head mostly farther from each other
may be prefarably applied to the phase discriminator so
that precise adjustment of the head will be effected.

It should be noted that the feature of the phase dis
criminator including the D-type edge trigger flip-flop is
that it has excellent resolution of phase difference be
cause it has response time of nano second order. There

110 in the extension 108 and at the threaded end

thereof threaded into the base 101 and urged upwardly
or in a counterclockwise direction about the contact

point of the portion 103 and the base by a compressed
coil spring 111, one of the ends of which bears against
the lower surface of the extension 108 and the other

35

end of which seats against a rod head 109a.
In order to adjust the level of the extension 108 and
therefore, the vertical orientation of the magnetic head
100, an adjusting screw 112 at the tip thereof engaging
the extension 108 is provided which is forcedly
threaded into a hole 113a in a resilient bush 113 which

40

cator as shown at 5 in FIG. 2 until the luminescence di
odes 51 and 51' will be flickered.

Alternatively, if the magnetic reproducing head of
the apparatus is properly pre-orientated with the slip

8

a magnetic tape reproducing and recording apparatus.

45

is in turn forcedly fitted into a hole 114 in the base 101.

The resilient bush 113 may be preferably bonded to the
wall of the hole 114 in the base 101 and may comprise
elastomeric material having a relatively small coeffici
ent of friction, such as nylon, teflon or the like. The ad
justing screw 112, when forcedly screwed into the resil
ient bush 113, is held in position because of the resil

ient bush compressed against the outer periphery of the

50

55

fore, although the head or heads are adjusted by using
reference signals of 400 Hz, audio signals of 18 KHZ are
assured to be satisfactorily recorded on or reproduced 65
from the magnetic tape.
Referring now to FIG. 6, there is illustrated a repro
ducing magnetic head 100 mounted on a base 101 of

adjusting screw so that the extension of the mounting
member 103 is maintained at a predetermined position.
Thus, once the operator has adjusted the reproducing
magnetic head 100 by moving the adjusting screw 112
into or out of the resilient bush 113 so that the slit gap
100a of the head is properly disposed in vertical orien
tation, it is assured to be held in position even though
it is subject to vibration, which otherwise tends to get
out of proper orientation. In addition, the operator can
smoothly adjust the magnetic head because of the ad
justing screw resiliently grasped by the resilient bush
113.

Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated a pre

ferred embodiment of a system for automatically ad
justing a reproducing magnetic head of a two channel
stereo tape recorder to a proper vertical orientation
wherein outputs from respective channels of a mag
netic head 200 are applied to respective amplifier 201
and 201" which at the outputs thereof are in turn con
nected to respective shaping circuits 202 and 202'. The
shaping circuits 202 and 202' shape or deform the am

3,900,888
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plified output voltages from the amplifiers 201 and
201" into ones of rectangular wave form as shown in
FIGS. 8A and 8B in a conventional manner. It will be

appreciated that the amplifiers 201 and 201' are also
connected to an electro acoustic transducer 204 which

has not constituted a portion of the present invention
and therefore will not be described in further detail.

The magnetic head 200 is illustrated in FIG. 7 to be

schematically mounted on a mounting member 205
pivoted about a pivot axis 205a on a base (not shown).

O

with a sectorial portion 206 integral with the mounting
member 205 and having teeth 206a provided on the
outer periphery thereof. A reversible electric motor
207 is provided which includes an output shaft 207a
having a pinion 208 secured thereto and meshed with

15

The mounting member 205 may be provided at the re
mote end of the member from the pivot axis thereof

the teeth 206a on the sectorial portion 206 of the
mounting member 205 so that the rotation of the elec
tric motor 207 causes the mounting member 205 to
pivotally move about the pivot axis thereof.
The outputs of the shaping circuits 202 and 202' are
connected to a phase discriminator 209 comprising a
logical operating circuit 210 and a pair of current gen

with the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, when the

25

reference magnetic tape 2 as shown in FIG. 1 with the
reference signals recorded on the respective tracks
thereof engages and runs through the magnetic repro
ducing head 200 to be adjusted in its orientation, the
magnetic head 200 reproduce the output signals from
the respective tracks thereof, which signals have the
phase difference therebetween if the magnetic head is
not properly oriented. The output signals are amplified
by the amplifiers 201 and 201" and then shaped by the

The output signal from the shaping circuit 202 is ap
plied to NAND gates 212 and 213 at the respective
ones of the inputs thereof and also to a NAND gate 214
30

35

tion with the embodiment of FIG. 2, is provided which

has inputs connected to the outputs of the NAND gates
213 and 214, respectively and one of the outputs of

40

which is connected to the other inputs of the NAND

gates 212 and 212". The output signal from the NAND
gate 212 may be inverted by an inverter 217, but the
output signal from the NAND gate 212' is supplied as
it is.

The current generators 211 and 211" may comprise
main transistors 218 and 218 and auxiliary transistors
219 and 219 together with annexed resistances 220 to
224 and 220' to 224'. The output of the inverter 217
is connected to the base of the transistor 219 to which

45

50

55

other. Lines 225 and 225', to which are connected the
other ends of the collector resistances 222 and 222'

level at the output thereof. On the other hand, if the
signal Voo is raised in advance of the signal Vo as
shown in FIG. 8B, which means that the magnetic head

200 is oriented as shown at G' of FIG. 1, then the sig
nal Voo' is applied to the input of the flip-flop. 216
through the corresponding inverter 215' and the
NAND gate 214 and similarly, the flip-flop. 216 also has
the output signal of high level. Thus, it will be noted
that one of the output signals from the shaping circuits
flip-flop. 216 to be set so as to have high level at the out
put thereof. If both of the output signals from the shap
ing circuits 202 and 202' are simultaneously raised,
then both signals Voo and Voo' are applied to the input
of the flip-flop. 216 through the respective inverters 215
and 215' and the NAND gate 213 to cuase the flip-flop
216 to be reset to the low level thereof.

to the bases of the main transistors 218 and 218", the

collectors of which may have a common output to each

As noted from FIG. 8A, the signal Voo from the shap
ing circuit 202 has advanced by the angle or relative to
the signal Vao" from the shaping circuit 202', which
means that the magnetic head 200 is inclined as shown
at the letter G of FIG. 1. Thus, with the signal V,
raised in advance of the signal Woo' the signal Vo is
applied to the corresponding input of the flip-flop. 216
through the inverter 215 and the NAND gate 214 and
therefore, the flip-flop 216 has the output signal of high

202 and 202' raised in advance of the other causes the

is also connected through the resistance 221 to a poten
tial source (not shown) which is connected to another

input of the flip-flop. 216 as well. Similarly, the output
of the NAND gate 212" is connected to the base of the
transistor 219. The collector resistances 222, 223 and
222', 223 have the points at which they are associated
with each other, respectively and which are connected

shaping circuits 202 and 202' to provide signals Vo
and Voo of rectangular wave form at the outputs
thereof as shown in FIG. 8A.

213 and to the other input of the NAND gate 214

through an inverter 215". It is also applied to NAND
gate 212" at one of the inputs thereof.
A D-type edge trigger flip-flop. 216, which is substan
tially identical to the flip-flop 44 described in connec

An integrator 226 comprising a capacitor may be
provided which is connected at one of the ends thereof
to the common output of the transistors 218 and 218",
and the other end of the integrator is grounded to
earth. The integrator 226 serves to smooth and inte
grate the positive or negative output from the current
generators 211 and 211".
A motor control circuit 227 is provided which com
prises a control amplifier 228 in the form of a differen
tial amplifier having one input receiving the integrated
output from the integrator 226, the other input of
which serves to receive the feedback signal from the
output thereof. Resistances 229 to 231 and a capacitor
232 are provided on the feedback input of the amplifier
228 to determine the gain and time constant thereof.
The output of the control amplifier 228 is connected to
the electric motor 207 through a switch 233 which can
be manually operated by the operator.
In operation, as previously described in connection

20

erator 211 and 211".

at one of the inputs thereof through an inverter 215.
Similarly, the output signal from the shaping circuit
202' is applied to the other input of the NAND gate

O

60

Thus, the flip-flop. 216 will produce pulses P

or

Peo' having the width proportional to the phase differ
ence between the signals Voo and Vo" at the output of

and also the opposite ends of the emitter resistances

the shaping circuits 202 and 202' as shown in FIGS. 8A

shown). It will be understood that the current genera

If pulses from the flip-flop. 216 are produced as
shown Po based on the signal Voo raised to high level,
then the pulses Poo together with the signals of high
level are applied to the NAND gate 212 and then

220 and 220' to the emitters of the transistors 218 and
218", are connected to a D.C. power source (not

tor 211 generates positive current and the current gen
erator 211 negative current.

and 8B.
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through the inverter 217 to the base of the transistor
219 to cause it to be in the conductive state to thereby
permit the transistor 218 to be turned on to provide a
positive pulse to the common output of the transistors
218 and 218". Everytime one pulse Poo is applied to the
NAND gate 212, one positive pulse is generated which
is supplied to the integrator 226 to thereby raise the in
tegrated value of the voltage across the integrator 226
as shown at Too in FIG. 8A. The voltage across the in
tegrator 226 is amplified by the control amplifier 228
the output from which is applied across the electric
motor 207 to rotate it in one direction until the mag
netic head 200 is properly oriented in vertical direc
tion. At that time, the magnetic head 200 reproduced
the reference signals having the same phase so that the
flip-flop. 216 no longer generates pulses to thereby stop
the operation of the electric motor 207 with the result
that the magnetic head 200 is maintained in proper ver
tical orientation.

On the other hand, if pulses from the flip-flop. 216 are
produced as shown at Poo of FIG. 8B based on the sig
nal Woo' raised to high level, then the pulses Poo" to
gether with the signals of high level from the shaping
circuit 202' are applied to the NAND gate 212' and
then to the base of the transistor 219 to thereby cause

12

respective tracks by engagement of said reference tape
with a reference magnetic recording head having a slit
gap disposed substantially in a direction perpendicular
to its running direction, running said recorded refer
ence tape in engagement with said reproducing head to
reproduce said signals from the respective tracks of
said magnetic reproducing head, deforming said repro
duced signals from said respective tracks of said repro
ducing head to produce a first and a second rectangular
10 wave signal, comparing the phases between said first
and second rectangular wave signals based on the incli
nation of said magnetic reproducing head by a flip-flop
in which when said first rectangular wave signal is ad
vanced in phase relative to said second rectangular
5 wave signal, a first output signal of “high' level and a
second output signal of "low' level are produced there
from and when said first rectangular wave signal is re
tarded in phase relative to said second rectangular
wave signal, a first output signal of "low' level and a
20 second output signal of "high' level are produced
therefrom, and indicating the direction of inclination of

it to be conductive. With the transistor 219' conduc

said magnetic reproducing head by conducting or inter
rupting semiconductor switching means in response to
“high' or “low' level of said first and second output
signals from said flip-flop whereby said magnetic repro
ducing head can be adjusted so that said slit gap of said

tive, the main transistor 218 is caused to become con

magnetic reproducing head is oriented in a properly

ductive to thereby supply a negative pulse to the inte
grator 226. One negative pulse is generated for applica
tion of every pulse Po' to the NAND gate 212' and the
negative pulses cause the voltage across the integrator
226 to be gradually reduced or negatively increased as
shown at IT" in FIG. 8B. The negative voltage across
the integrator 226 is amplified by the control amplifier
228 and then applied across the electric motor to rotate
it in a reverse direction until the magnetic head 200,

25

vertical direction.

2. A process for detecting a vertical orientation of a
magnetic recording head, said head having a slit gap di
vided into a plurality of channel portions, comprising
the steps of running a blank magnetic tape having a plu

rality of tracks in engagement with said magnetic re
35

which was inclined as shown at G' in FIG. 1, is prop

erly oriented in vertical direction. At that time, the re
produced signals from the magnetic head 200 have the
same phase so that the flip-flop no longer generates
pulses to thereby stop the electric motor 207 with the

40

result that the magnetic head 200 is maintained in
proper vertical orientation.

In the illustrated embodiment, the switch 233 is

adapted to short-circuit the electric motor 207 so that

45

it is prevented from its rotation due to noise intruded
into the system.
It will be appreciated that after the adjustment of the

vanced in phase relative to said second rectangular
wave signal, a first output signal of “high' level and a
second output signal of "low" level are produced there
from and when said first rectangular wave signal is re
tarded in phase relative to said second rectangular

magnetic reproducing head 200 to a proper vertical
orientation, a magnetic recording head (not shown)
can be adjusted through the adjusted magnetic repro
ducing head 200 in a manner previously described in
connection with the first embodiment of FIGS. 1 and
2.

While some preferred embodiments have been de
scribed in detail by way of illustration in connection

55

those skilled in the art that various modifications and
60

pended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A process for detecting a vertical orientation of a
magnetic reproducing head, said head having a slit gap
divided into a plurality of channel portions, comprising
the steps of preparing a reference tape with a plurality
of A.C. signals having the same phase recorded on the

wave signal, a first output signal of 'low' level and a
second signal of "high' level are produced therefrom,

and indicating the direction of inclination of said mag
netic recording head by conducting or interrupting
semiconductor means in response to “high' or “low”

with the accompanying drawings, it will be apparent to

changes might be made without departing from the
scope and spirit of the invention as set forth in the ap

cording head to record a plurality of A.C. signals on the
respective tracks of said magnetic tape, then running
said magnetic tape with said signals recorded thereon,
in engagement with a reference magnetic reproducing
head with a slit gap disposed substantially in a direction
perpendicular to its running direction to thereby repro
duce said signals from the respective tracks of said ref
erence magnetic reproducing head deforming said re
produced signals from said respective tracks of said re
producing head to produce a first and second rectangu
lar wave signal, comparing the phases between said first
and second rectangular wave signals based on the incli
nation of said magnetic recording head by a flip-flop in
which when said first rectangular wave signal is ad

65

level of said first and second output signals from said
flip-flop whereby said magnetic recording head can be
adjusted so that said slit gap of said magnetic recording
head is oriented in a properly vertical direction.
3. An apparatus for detecting a vertical orientation of
a magnetic reproducing head, said head having a slit
gap divided into a plurality of channel portions, com

prising a reference tape with a plurality of A.C. signals
having the same phase recorded on its respective tracks
by engagement of said tape with a reference magnetic

3,900,888
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recording head with a slit gap disposed substantially in
a direction perpendicular to the running of said tape,
deforming amplifying means to receive said repro
duced signals from said respective tracks of said mag
netic reproducing head to produce a first and a second

rectangular wave signals, a flip-flop to receive said first

and second rectangular wave signals and compare the
phases between them based on the inclination of said

magnetic reproducing head whereby when said first
rectangular wave signal is advanced in phase relative to
said second rectangular wave signal, a first output sig
nal of “high' level and a second output signal of 'low'
level are produced therefrom and when said first rect
angular wave signal is retarded in phase relative to said
second rectangular wave signal, a first output signal of
“low' level and a second output signal of “high' level
are produced therefrom, and an indicator to indicate
the direction of inclination of said magnetic reproduc
ing head, said indicator including semiconductor
switching means which is conductive or interruptive in
response to “high' or “low' level of said first and sec
ond output signals from said flip-flop and serving to ad
just said magnetic reproducing head so that said slit gap
of said magnetic reproducing head is oriented in a
properly vertical direction.
4. An apparatus as set forth in claim 3, wherein said
indicator comprises two luminescence diodes con
nected to said semiconductor switching means.
5. A mounting assembly for a magnetic head adapted
to adjust said head to a properly vertical orientation,
comprising a base, a mounting member having an ex
tension extending in a running direction of a magnetic
tape to engage said magnetic head and resiliently and
pivotally mounted on said base said magnetic head car
ried by said mounting member in a spaced relation
from the pivotal portion of said mounting member,
means resiliently urging the middle portion of said ex
tension toward said base, an adjusting screw extending
through said base and engaging against said extension
at the free end thereof so that said magnetic head is as

means in a reverse direction.
40

urged to be inclined in a direction reverse to that in
which said magnctic head is inclined by the force on
the middle portion of said extension and a resilient

bush forcedly fitted to and through said base and hav
ing a hole into which said adjusting screw is forcedly
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riphery of said adjusting screw.
6. An apparatus for automatically adjusting a vertical
orientation of a magnetic reproducing head, said head
having a slit gap divided into a plurality of channel por
5 tions, cmprising means to support said magnetic head
and movable so that said magnetic head is allowed to
be adjusted in its vertical orientation, actuating means
to actuatic said means to support said magnetic head, a
reference tape with a plurality of A.C. signals having
O the same phase recorded on its respective tracks by en
gagement of said tape with a magnetic recording head
having a slit gap disposed substantially in a direction
perpendicular to the running of said tape, deforming
amplifying means to receive the signals reproduced
15 from said respective tracks of said reproducing head to
produce a first and a second rectangular wave signals,
logic means to receive said first and second rectangular
wave signals and compare the advanced of them based
on the inclination of said magnetic reproducing head
whereby when said first rectangular wave signal is ad
vantaged in phase relative to said second rectangular
wave signal, a first pulse signal is produced therefrom
having the width proportional to the phase difference
between said first and second rectangular wave signals
25 and when said first rectangular wave signal is retarded
relative to said sccond rectangular wave signal, a sec
ond pulse signal is produced therefrom having the
width proportional to the phase difference between
said first and second rectangular wave signals and when
said first and said second rectangular wave signals are
in the same phase, no pulse signal is produced there
from, and control means to control said actuating
means so that when said first pulse signal is received
said actuating means actuates said support means in a
35 forward direction and when said second pulse signal is
received said actuating means actuates said support
7. An apparatus as set forth in claim 6, further com
prising an integrator to smooth and integrate said pulse
signals, and wherein said control means receives said
integrated signals.
8. An apparatus as set forth in claim 7, wherein said

control means comprises differential amplifier having
45

threaded so that said adjusting screw is held in position
by said resilient bush compressed against the outer pe
50
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one input associated with said integrator and the other
input associated with means to set said other input to
have predeterminedsk time
constant.
sk
xk
xk
ck

